
Each week, you  must choose one activity from the boxes below, either English, Maths or  IPC. Work 

hard to complete it to a high standard, then hand in your finished homework to your 

teacher by Thursday. The best pieces of work will be celebrated each week.   

IPC — Saving the World (Rainforests) 
• Create a vibrant fact-file poster about the rainforest. 

• Create at least 6 ‘Did You Know?’ fact cards about the rainforest.  

• Research one rainforest animal. Annotate a photo or illustration to describe and ex-

plain how its adaptations help it survive in the rainforest. 

• Design and make a rainforest model. What could you use from our natural/man-made envi-

ronment? Think about the plant layers e.g. shrub layer, under canopy.  

• Find out about a tribe who live in the Rainforest. - Where do they live? - Do they have houses? 

- What do they eat? - How do they get their food? - What do they wear? - What language do 

they speak? - Do children attend school? Be creative with the presentation of your findings . 

• Find out about products which come from the Rainforest. - Identify what they are used for 

and who uses them. - Which of these products do you use in your home? - How far have 

these products had to travel for you to use them? Present your findings on a fact sheet.  

• Choose an animal that lives in the rainforest. Create your own non-fiction booklet to explain 

everything you know about this creature.  

• Create your own rainforest board game (think Jumanji). Decide: what the track will be, num-

ber of players, adventures, obstacles, rewards, quiz questions, etc.  

• With a friend(s), create a short film documentary where you visit your local woodland. Show 

and discuss the similarities and differences between the woodland and a rainforest.  

• Write and film your own weather report for a rainforest of your choice. You 

should include: humidity, temperature, and rainfall over a 24 hour time-frame.  

 

English—all 1 A4 page minimum 
• Write an imaginative story about the life of 

a child surviving in the rainforest. How did 

they get there? Where will they end up? 

What will they see? Who or what might they 

be afraid of? 

• Write a rainforest survival guide! Include a 

kit list, dangerous animals to watch out for, 

health and safety instructions and a dia-

gram of how to build a shelter with labels.  

• Write a persuasive letter to Mr Owen, to 

make our school more environmentally 

friendly. 

• Research school life in the rainforest and 

compare it to your average school day. 

Explain the similarities and differences.  

• You have been asked by the Brazilian Gov-

ernment to investigate illegal logging in the 

Amazon rainforest. Write a report with your 

findings.  

• Write a native folklore story explaining how 

the frog got its brilliantly bright colours. The 

title should be ‘How the Dart Frog got its 

Colour’.  

 

Maths 
• Research all the flags of South America (12 

countries). Count and name all the shapes 

you can see. How many can you find?  
• Create a climate graph of the average rain-

fall and temperature in a rainforest for every 

month in a year. Describe what the graph 

shows using evidence. 

• Design a rainforest outfit for tourists; add an-

notations to explain your choice using evi-

dence from your climate graph.  

• Gather the costings for a backpack full of 

equipment needed to survive in the rainfor-

est for a week. How much does each item 

cost and weigh? Work out your total weight 

and costings?  

• Make a tally chart for the different animals 

that can be found in one of the rainforests. 

Turn your information into a pictogram.  

• Design your own symmetrical 

butterfly. 

 


